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CABINET REPORT 
DR. BOB HOLLOWAY, DEAN OF THE CTC CABINET 

 
Bishop Lowry and the Cabinet have been aware that for local churches and their 
clergy leaders to continue to make disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation 
of the world, we must all seek to open ourselves to continued spiritual 
transformation through our corporate and individual spiritual practices.  We must 
also continue to learn new responses and competencies in order to minister in a 
rapidly changing and fractured world.  This is what we believe God is calling us to 
do as a conference whose mission is to energize and equip local churches. 
 
In that spirit, we continue to worship and to pray at set times during our day.  We 
have also begun a study of the book of Romans.  
 
To aid us in our learning, we have worked with David Simpson of The Table Group.  
This consulting group is led by Patrick Lencioni, a well-known consultant to 
churches and other organizations.  Lencioni has said that in order to be effective, 
organizations must be healthy, and health is what is required to be successful.  
Health is defined as building great teams, working to achieve clarity of mission and 
values, clarity of communication, and clarity about taking action. In his book, “The 
Advantage,” Lencioni provides the blueprint for developing a learning organization 
and for developing new competencies for increasing organizational health and 
functioning.  In his work with churches, Lencioni reminds us that these new 
learnings and competencies can be found in New Testament instruction to 
churches seeking to be faithful.  
 
New understandings and new competencies were also the theme in another 
continuing education event for the Cabinet.  Erin Hawkins, General Secretary of 
the Commission of Religion and Race, and Rev. Giovanni Arroyo, Associate 
Secretary of the Commission, led the cabinet in this retreat.  Their emphasis was 
on building effective relationships in an increasingly diverse culture.  Secretary 
Hawkins and Rev. Arroyo explained their work as training lay and clergy in 
developing the spiritual, emotional and mental capacities which lead to 
understanding and relating with differences in healthy ways.  These intercultural 
competencies enable laity and clergy to offer an effective witness to the redeeming 
and reconciling work of Christ. Secretary Hawkins and Rev. Arroyo also helped us 
to review and update our existing “Guidelines for Making Cross Racial/Cross 
Cultural Appointments.” 
 
Secretary Hawkins will lead a teaching session at the 2015 Annual Conference 
and will be returning to work with us in the future. 
 
As this Annual Conference approaches, we continue to pray for our churches and 
those who lead them.  When we gather as a Cabinet, we continue to hear stories 
of lives and destinies that have been changed through the compassion and faith 
sharing that happens in so many communities.  We are grateful for faithfulness 
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and witness that we are privileged to experience in our connection as the “people 
called Methodist.” 

CONFERENCE 
CONNECTIONAL TABLE  

DR. RANDY WILD  
 
The creation of the Conference Connectional Table was a key piece of the Exodus 
Project approved by the special session of the Central Texas Annual Conference 
in November 2010.  The purpose of the Connectional Table is to make sure that 
all voices are represented around the table and are heard in the conversation 
about the mission and ministry of the church.  The group is inclusive in nature, 
collaborative in style, and while being efficient in the stewardship of resources it is 
also transparent, accessible and accountable in all relationships.  It is a place for 
listening, learning, and coordination of Central Texas Conference ministries 
around the mission of “making disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of 
the world.”  It is organized as a forum for understanding and communication 
between/among the General Conference representatives, task forces, centers, 
annual conference, agencies, and other representational ministries. 
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During 2014 and into 2015 the Connectional Table has met for training, education 
and information.  We continue to collaborate and offer input as to the direction of 
the Annual conference along with a continued emphasis on the inclusiveness of 
the leadership and ministry of our conference.  We are heartened by the report at 
the 2014 Annual Conference where Pat Loomis outlined several of the great 
strides we have made in our inclusiveness and diversity while at the same time 
acknowledging that we still have a long way to go.  The changes that we have 
been making in regards to new ways of monitoring, collaboration and conversation 
are making a difference.  We applaud our entire denomination for seeing this new 
way of looking at the makeup of our Annual Conferences as evidenced by a letter 
received from the General Commission on Religion and Race. 
 
In it, Erin Hawkins, General Secretary of the Commission stated,  
 

“We are asking you to begin your journey with GCORR now by doing 
something new.  We have found that the historical method of monitoring has 
not produced the transformation needed for the Church to grow and thrive 
at all levels in an increasingly diverse world. Focusing on the 
representational aspects of diversity is insufficient to challenging and 
supporting the church to implement equitable systems and policies, to value 
the rich diversity in our communities and to raise up lay and clergy leaders 
equipped to lead in a multicultural context. 
 
Through our assessments and research, we have found that traditional 
monitoring--with only forms and reports--do not provide opportunities to 
engage in new conversations beyond representation.  In order to further 
racial equity and have deeper impact, we are asking you to refrain from 
monitoring your upcoming annual conference using the monitoring forms 
traditionally provided by GCORR, which are based on representation rather 
than equity and impact.  Instead, we are asking you to listen for the ways in 
which your conference is working to more effectively engage in ministry with 
the diverse and growing demographic groups present in your annual 
conference area.  From there, you can begin healthy and reflective 
conversations with other conference leaders about initiating, improving and 
strengthening the conference's ability to reach more people, younger people 
and more diverse people.  This new, expansive way of monitoring provides 
opportunity for engaging in transformative conversations with your annual 
conference.  Through the process of engaging in these conversations, we 
hope that you will continue to take note of and offer response to instances 
of insensitivity, discrimination and blatant racism during annual conference 
sessions.  
  
Our invitation today asks you to go deeper, to think more globally and 
systemically and to work intentionally with others to forge innovative 
strategies for culturally competent ministry that results in churches of all 
races, ethnicities and languages reaching out to their communities, making 
disciples and transforming the world.  In the near future, you will receive 
resources to assist you in this effort.” 
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Another piece of our cultural sensitivity and competency for which we are very 
excited are the plans being made for the 2015 Annual Conference focus.  While 
the theme will always be to energize and equip local churches to make disciples 
of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world, each year provides a new 
opportunity to focus on a different aspect of equipping local churches.  The 2015 
focus is on cultural competency and sensitivity.  The fact of the matter is that none 
of us can truly be culturally competent in our understanding of our own culture 
much less fully competent and sensitive to those who are different without 
continued training, awareness and understanding.  In the coming months we look 
forward to helping each of our churches recognize that there are tremendous 
numbers of persons within each of our communities that are different than the 
current make-up of any of our churches and to offer resources to help you engage 
in ministry with them.   
 
Another way we are requesting the help of all our annual conference members is 
by requesting they respond with a survey regarding how the annual conference is 
doing.  The survey, found in our preliminary report (pg. 78), requests feedback.  I 
would encourage you not to limit the use of this survey to just monitoring the event 
called the annual conference but to use it to monitor the entire annual conference 
including processes, relationships, direction and vision etc.  Fill it out and send it 
to us in order that we might better be sensitive to the needs of all our brothers and 
sisters.    
   
The Connectional Table is currently made up of the following: Conference Lay 
Leader, Associate Conference Lay Leader, Disaster Response Coordinator, 
representative from the Renewal of Eastern Mexico Covenant task force, Health 
and Welfare team leader, Church and Society team leader, President of 
Conference UMW, President of Conference UMM, Inclusiveness Team (which 
includes representatives of Status and Role of Women, Native American 
Ministries, Disability Concerns, Religion and Race) ,Conference Council on Youth 
Ministry Representative Age 12-18, Division of Ministry with Young People 
Representative Age 12-30, Team Leader of Christian Unity and Interreligious 
Concerns, Team Leader of Commission on Archives and History, Representatives 
of the Board of Trustees, Board of Pension, Council on Finance and 
Administration, as well as representatives from the Center’s for Evangelism and 
Church Growth and Leadership members of General and Jurisdictional bodies who 
reside in the Annual Conference and ex officio are the Executive Directors of The 
Centers.  
 
We realize there still is much work to do, but are confident we have made a strong 
beginning.  The development of the three conference centers, appointment of new 
leaders and realignment of resources has enabled the progress.  
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CONFERENCE NOMINATIONS & 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

DR. GEORGIA ADAMSON, SECRETARY 
 
Each person is called to ministry by virtue of his or her baptism, and that ministry 
takes place in all aspects of daily life, both in and outside of the church.  The vitality 
of the Church as a whole depends upon the faith, abilities, and actions of all who 
work together for the glory of God.  As Bishop Robert Schnase reminds us in his 
book, Seven Levers: Missional Strategies for Conferences, the conference 
nominations process plays a critical role.  Each of us is called to be a faithful 
participant in the mission of the church, which is to partner with God to make 
disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world.  
 
As we approach 2016 we begin a new quadrennial period.  The conference 
nominations team has a prime opportunity to identify and live into some adaptive 
changes around the issue of new and emerging leaders.  It is through constant 
identifying of new potential leaders and giving those leaders training opportunities 
and experience that we grow the pool of leaders and shape the next generation.  
 
While the conference nominations team needs to form committees, teams, task 
forces, think tanks, etc. – taking into consideration expertise, interest, and ability; 
with attention to gender, ethnic, age, geographical, and lay/clergy diversity – it is 
not tied to any of those classifications as the sole reason for selection.  More 
important qualities for all leaders include: openness to training, experience, beliefs, 
relative giftedness, and attitude. 
 
In terms of attitude in those who would be leaders among us, there are two key 
points that we highly prize.  First, a leader must buy in to the church’s mission and 
values (and its core convictions of faith as well).  Second, a leader must possess 
a servant’s heart.  
 
With these thoughts in mind: 
 

1. The conference nominations team will be mining the responses from the 
Seven Levers homework assignment submitted to Bishop Lowry in 
February.  

2. The conference nominations team will meet prior to Jan. 1, 2016, to 
strategize about new, more effective ways to identify potential leadership. 
Without changing our nominating processes, our organizational structure 
changes cannot work effectively. 

3. The conference nominations team will be working to provide a brief 
description of the upcoming position openings for 2016 annual conference 
leadership. 

4. The conference nominations team will continue lifting up our guidelines 
concerning persons serving in classes rotating off after completing a full 
term and being off the board or committee for at least a year before being 
eligible to serve another term.  When we do not see that as a pattern, the 
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Conference Nominations and Leadership Development Committee will 
likely send the slate/name back and request additional nominees.  

 
 

COMMITTEE ON EPISCOPACY 
DR. JOHN MCKELLAR, CHAIRPERSON 

  

During 2014-15, Bishop Lowry continued to lead our Annual Conference with 
vision, passion, and an enduring sense of joy as we continue to meet the 
challenges of our day.  He remained steadfastly focused on strengthening and 
empowering local churches and continually reminded the Conference, by teaching 
and by example, that each congregation is a critical mission field to spread the 
Gospel.   
 

As Bishop, he has consistently kept before us these important areas: 
 

1. Vision: Keeping focused on the local church 
2. Cultural Change & Transformation: Emphasis on core orthodoxy, high 

Christology, spiritual formation, and passion for evangelism 
3. Accountability: Building a culture of accountability with vital congregations 

  
One of Bishop Lowry’s great strengths is teaching, and he uses his gift generously 
to bless our Conference.  He is a brilliant scholar, but he teaches in a way that is 
engaging, approachable, and inspirational.  Over the past year, he taught the four-
day High Octane preaching class to sharpen the art of preaching and 
leadership, participated in the “Seven Levers Summit” with Bishop Schnase, 
preached 13 times in local congregations, and taught a “Calvin vs. Wesley” course 
for eight weeks on the campus of Texas Wesleyan University.  These are just a 
few of the many activities our Bishop has been engaged in as he leads our Annual 
Conference.   
 

At the General Church level, Bishop Lowry is a member of the Executive 
Committee, Congregational Vitality Leadership Team, and the Episcopal Tenure 
Task Force of the Council of Bishops and serves on multiple committees for the 
UM Publishing House.  In addition to these positions, Bishop Lowry was the 
Conference preacher for the Alabama-West Florida and the Rio Grande annual 
conference sessions; he was also a contributing author to “Find Our Way:  Love 
and Law in the United Methodist Church.” 
   
With a bold clarity of vision, Bishop Lowry has led us in addressing the ministry 
challenges that currently lay before us and in anticipating those that we will face in 
the next decade.  The Central Texas Conference is fortunate to have this 
exemplary leader guiding us with his wisdom, heart, and depth of spirit. 
 
 
 


